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This is the first report of research findings to emerge from a broad study
of consumer credit that aims to assess its role in the functioning of the
United States economy. The various segments of the National Bureau's
study focus upon analysis of consumer credit markets and upon the
impact of credit on consumer behavior. A major objective is to provide
answers to questions frequently asked concerning finance rates paid by
consumers and the corresponding costs incurred by financial institutions
which hold the credit contracts.
Paul Smith's study explores the interrelations between rates of charge
and major cost components of four important types of financial institu-
tions which extend a wide range of consumer credit in varying forms.
The report presents comparative cost data for the year 1959, the most
recent year of the ten-year period covered by his investigation. The final
monograph will cover the trends revealed during the period and their
relation to the earlier National Bureau study by Ernst A. Dauer,
Comparative Operating Experience of Instalment Financing
Agencies and Commercial Banks, 1929-41 (1944).
The institutions represented in this report, with the exception of the
credit unions (for which comprehensive data are published), are large
firms. The nine consumer finance companies in the sample held 53 per cent
of the total consumer finance company loans estimated by the Federal
Reserve Board to be held in mid-1955; the ten sales finance companies
represented 67 per cent of their group's holdings in the same Federal
Reserve survey estimates; and the nine commercial banks held almost
7 per cent of the consumer instalment credit outstanding at all com-
mercial banks at year-end 1959. While the data cannot be considered
as representative of all segments of the institutions which extend credit
to consumers, they are certainly typical of many large suppliers of creditwithin the finance company and hank groups, and they do cover all
federal credit unions.
Other projects in the consumer credit study are closely related to
this report. An analysis of the rate structure in automobile finance by
Robert P. Shay will provide detailed estimates of the cost to consumers
of financing the purchase of new and used automobiles. Wallace P. Mors
is investigating economic aspects of the regulatory policies of states
toward consumer credit. The effects of credit use upon the management
of consumer finances are being studied by F. Thomas Juster. Richard T.
Selden is conducting an investigation of the flow of funds from their
sources through financial markets to their ultimate use by consumers.
Finally, the impact of consumer indebtedness upon unemployed families
is being appraised by Philip A. A summary volume combining
research results is planned.
ROBERT P. SHAYCOST OF PROVIDING CONSUMER CREDIT: A STUDY
OF FOUR MAJOR TYPES OF FINANCIAL
INSTITUTIONS*
PAUL SMITHt
INSTITUTIONS LENDING TO CONSUMERS range from small retail estab-
lishments to billion-dollar financial organizations. They vary in size,
structure, type of business conducted, operating techniques, quality
of management, and compefitive strength. Their credit contracts
*Preparedfor presentation at the annual meetings of the American Finance Associa-
tion, December 28, 1961, this paper is part of a broad consumer finance research project
at the National Bureau of Economic Research under the general direction of Robert P.
Shay. The other aspects of consumer credit covered in the project include finance rates,
state legislation, sources of funds, and the consumer use of credit.
I am particularly indebted to John M. Chapman, of Columbia University, and to
Geoffrey H. Moore and Robert P. Shay, of the National Bureau, for their help and
counsel. Other members of the National Bureau staff who reviewed earlier drafts and
made thoughtful suggestions are Reuben Kessel, Anna J. Schwartz, and F. Thomas
Juster. Robert W. Johnson, of Michigan State University, contributed helpful comments.
Members of the Advisory Committee of the Consumer Credit Study who assisted
in the planning and revision of earlier drafts of this report are Paul W. McCracken
(chairman), Dorothy S. Brady, John M. Chapman, George Dimmier, Mona Dingle,
Bertrand Fox, Raymond W. Goldsmith, Robert E. Lewis, Roger F. Murray, George
W. Omacht, Roland I. Robinson, Sidney E. Rolfe, Herbert Stein, Van Buren Thorne,
Jr., Leroy A. Weller, and William L. Wilson.
Special acknowledgment is due the financial institutions which contributed data to
the study. Particular mention should be made of the help given by William S. Germer
and H. F. Wright, Jr., of the First Pennsylvania Bank and Trust Company; Ernst A.
Dauer, of Household Finance Corporation; M. R. Neifeld and Charles A. Loeffler, of
Beneficial Management Corporation; R. F. Murphy, of General Motors Acceptance
Corporation; and George F. Dimmler, of CIT. Financial Corporation. Roland M.
Gardner and other staff members of the Bureau of Federal Credit Unions advised on
the use of the credit-union data.
Statistical and accounting assistance was capably given by Florence Liang, of the
National Bureau, and V. N. Vora, of the University of Pennsylvania. Christine Cul-
bert, of the National Bureau editorial staff, provided editorial assistance.
This report is part of a broad study of consumer credit being conducted by the
National Bureau of Economic Research, made possible by research grants from four
finance companies:Associates Investment Company, C.I.T. Financial Corporation,
General Motors Acceptance Corporation, and Pacific Finance Corporation. In addi-
tion, the author is indebted to the Wharton School of Finance and Commerce of the
University of Pennsylvania for permission to use part of the time and facilities made
available through a chair in consumer credit given to the University by the Family
Finance Corporation. These institutions arc, of course, not to be held responsible for
any of the statements made or views expressed herein.
± Associate professor of finance, Wharton School of Finance and Commerce, Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania.
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offer an almost endless variety in size, terms, risk, and service. Their
charges reflect these differences and the variations in costs that they
entail.
This paper presents some of the data collected by the National
Bureau of Economic Research that were designed to ascertain the
costs of different types of consumer credit obligations, in order to
understand the level and structure of the finance rates paid by con-
sumers. As it was not feasible to develop over-all cost estimates by
type of obligation, the subsequent analysis is devoted largely to cost
differences among institutions which include differences attributable
to variations in the types of credit provided.
Information was obtained from small samples of commercial
banks, consumer finance companies, and sales finance companies.
The size and composition of the samples were determined by the
willingness and ability of the companies to report the details re-
quired. The results do not necessarily represent all segments of the
consumer credit industry. Similar material was also prepared for all
federal credit unions from published information. Reports in prep-
aration will relate the data on costs presented here to the level and
variations in the finance rates paid by consumers.
The finance company samples were composed of nine large con-
sumer finance companies and ten large sales finance companies. The
distinction between consumer finance and sales finance companies
was based on the concentration of their consumer receivables. The
consumer finance companies operated primarily under state small-
loan laws and held an average of 90 per cent of their receivables in
personal loans. However, most of the sample companies also held
small amounts of sales finance paper. The sales finance companies
engaged primarily in purchasing new and used automobile paper and
held an average of 73 per cent of their consumer receivables in such
paper. They also purchased other types of retail paper and held sub-
stantial amounts of personal loans. Both samples accounted for more
than half the outstanding receivables in their respective industries.
At the end of 1959, all sales finance companies held $10.1 billion of
consumer credit and consumer finance companies held $3.8 billion.
• The commercial bank sample consisted of nine banks of varying
sizes and from different parts of the country. Although all the banks
in the sample had sizable consumer credit operations, together they
held only 7 per cent of the $18.8 billion in consumer credit held by
all commercial banks at the end of 1959. Most of the sample banks
engaged in all major types of consumer financing. They purchased*
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indirect automobile paper and other contracts from dealers and made
direct personal loans of many types.
Many adjustments had to be made in data from different institu-
tions to force them into a common accounting mold. These adjust-
ments and estimates were far too numerous to discuss here. Some
were straightforward and would commonly be regarded as appro-
priate. Others were problematical and involved conceptual decisions.
A detailed description of the methods used will be presented with the
final results of the study.
I. RANGE AND CoMPosITIoN OF FINANCE CHARGES
The variation in gross finance charges on consumer credit is im-
pressive.' Average annual charges per $100 of credit outstanding in
1959 varied from $9 to $24 at the four types of institutions studied
(Table 1). Averages for individual companies showed a range from $7
to $30 per $100. These differences reflect many variations in amount
and type of credit extended, as well as alternative cost factors faced
by different institutions.
A substantial part of the differences in finance charges can be
traced to the handling and operating costs of the type of lending per-
formed by the institutions. The lender's decisions on the maturity,
size, and type of loan to be made and the character of the credit risk
he assumes determine the general level of his costs. His individual
operating procedures and efficiency establish his own particular pat-
tern of costs.
Other differences in charges stem from the legal, tax, and institu-
tional framework within which the lender operates. These differences
are of special interest because they determine the ability of lenders to
compete in similar markets and because they have implications about
the economic effects of legislative action. Perhaps the sharpest dif-
ference among the institutions studied occurs between the federal
credit unions and the other three types. Credit unions are owned by
the users (borrowers and savers) while ownership of the commercial
banks, consumer finance companies, and sales finance companies rests
in stockholders.
Table 1 gives a breakdown of the expenses of providing credit at
each type of institution and indicates the importance of each cost
component in the gross finance charge. Annual operating expenses,
which include all the day-to-day costs of handling accounts, ranged
from $3.30 per $100 of credit outstanding to nearly five times that
1. See note 1- to Tab1e 1.4 Cost of Providing Consumer Credit
amount, or $14.25 per $100. The cost of money varied from $3.92 to
$6.89 per $100, and the costs of income taxes varied from zero to
$2.73 per $100.
The distribution of costs also varied widely. Operating expenses
and payments to dealers accounted for from 48 to 64 per cent of total
costs at the three types of stockholder-owned institutions. The cost
of non-equity funds, provisions for income taxes, and profit made up
the remainder. With the exception of credit unions, the cost of funds
(interest and profit) was not the major element in total cost to the
TABLE 1*
COMPONENTS OF GROSS FINANCE CHARGES ON CONSUMER
CREDIT BY TYPE OF LENDER, 1959
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* Datafor all types except federal credit unions are based on averages of individual company ratios. Ratios
for federal credit unions are based on tabulations for all federal credit unions,
Includes all charges and fees collected on credit activities. Charges for insurance are
not included, and the cost of free insurance provided to the borrower was deducted from the gross finance charge.
.
. Dealers'share of gross finance charge represents the estimated difference between the gross finance charges
and the charges which accrue to the financial institution that purchases the credit contract. The estimates of
the dealer share are based on data from four large sales finance companies on new and used automobile contracts.
No quantitative information was available for estimates of the dealer share on non-automotive contracts; hence
no estimate of this was included. This share is known to be considerably less important than on automobile
contracts, and in some cases the dealer does not receive a share of the charge.
INet of recoveries.
1 This item includes a wide variety of expenses, such as travel, oflice supplies, legal fees, etc., that could
not be obtained on a separate and uniform basis from all the sample companies.
# Includes estimate of cost of servicing share accounts and cost of free life insurance provided shareholders.Cost of Providing Consumer Credit
consumer; it was 29 per cent of the cost for consumer finance and
for sales finance companies, 39 per cent for the commercial banks,
and 64 per cent for credit unions. That is to say, 71 cents of the con-
sumers' cost-of-credit dollar goes for expenses other than the cost of
money in the case of consumer finance and sales finance companies,
61 cents in the case of banks, and 36 cents in the case of credit
unions. The cost of equity (lenders' profit) came to 5 per cent of the
total for sales finance companies, 12 per cent for consumer finance
companies, 24 per cent for banks, and 63 per cent for credit unions.
These results depend considerably, as is brought out below, on the
relative amounts of equity funds used by the several types of lender.
II. IN OPERATING EXPENSES
Comparison of the operating expenses for each type of company
(Table 1) indicates that variations in these expenses account for the
largest part of the differences in gross finance charges among the four
types of institutions. A number of factors can be identified that con-
tribute substantially to differences in operating costs among lenders:
(1) the method of acquiring business, whether directly from the pub-
lic or indirectly through dealers;(2) the character of the risks
assumed; (3) the average size of contract; (4) the type of credit; and
(5) institutional differences. Differepces in the type of credit based
on a purpose or collateral classification seem to contribute to differ-
ences in costs but are difficult to disentangle from elements of size
and risk.
Consumer finance companies reported the highest operating cost
per $100 of credit and showed the highest cost in every category of
expenditures (see Table 1). At the other extreme, credit unions
showed the lowest cost on every item of expenditure except bad-debt
losses and miscellaneous expenses. Commercial banks showed the
lowest bad-debt losses and miscellaneous expenses.
Method of acquiring business.—S ales finance companies purchase
most of their credit contracts from automobile dealers (indirect pa-
per), while consumer finance companies and credit unions deal di-
rectly with the borrower (direct paper). Commercial banks obtain
their receivables from both sources. The expenses incurred in the
two methods of acquiring paper are very different.
Indirect financing frequently involves an arrangement whereby
the dealer obtains a share of the finance charge. This share, which
represents a part of the finance charge in automobile financing,
amounted to an estimated 18 per cent of the gross charges at sales6 Cost of Providing Consumer Credit
finance companies and 6 per cent at commercial banks.2 The differ-
ence in importance of the dealer's share at these two types of institu-
tions reflects differences in the proportion of their receivables in auto-
mobile credit and the share acquired indirectly.
The income received by dealers from finance charges may be used
to cover their costs in initiating the contract or the risks that they as-
sume. It also gives them some flexibility in their pricing, and, under
competitive market conditions, the dealer's share of the finance
charge may be returned in part to credit buyers in the form of lower
automobile prices. Thus gross finance charges shown in line1 of
Table 1 may overstate the effective finance charge to this extent.
The dealer's finance income may be offset in part by a reduction in
the financing agency's operating expenses. The dealer absorbs part of
the risk on recourse contracts, which carry the highest dealer finance
charge share. The dealer also absorbs some of the cost of originating
and accepting the application. However, separate data on operating
expenses of direct versus indirect operations suggest that the savings
in handling costs on indirect paper are relatively small. Expense data
from a subsample of banks covered by the study showed only minor
differences between the costs of direct and indirect automobile paper.
This evidence is supported by data collected by the American Bank-
ers Association that show a differential of only 10—15 per cent be-
tween the acquisition costs of an automobile contract purchased from
a dealer and one acquired directly.3 These data show an average ac-
quisition cost of $12.75 per contract on direct loans and $11.50 on
indirect paper in 1957.
Direct-lending agencies, such as consumer finance companies and
banks, must attract business from the public. This involves more ad-
vertising and a different promotional approach from that used in
acquiring paper from dealers. The sample consumer finance com-
panies spent 89 cents per $100 of loans on advertising, while com-
mercial banks spent 34 cents per $100. The sales finance company
figure, which was only slightly below that for commercial banks, in-
cludes some advertising for direct loans, as 20 per cent of their busi-
ness was conducted directly with the public. The sales finance com-
pany with the largest advertising expense also had the largest direct-
loan operation.
Direct-lending agencies must also provide facilities that are con-
2. See noteTable1.
3. Material (in mimeographed form) distributed by the Instalment Credit Commis-
sion of the American Bankers Association to their membership.Cost of Providing Consumer Credit 7
venient for the borrower. This not only requires additional offices but
frequently more expensive locations. Consumer finance companies
with loans of more than $100 million had an average of 500 offices per
company in mid-1960, while sales finance companies in the same size
group averaged 200 offices per company.4 Occupancy costs amounted
to $1.09 per $100 of consumer credit at sample consumer finance
companies and to only 43 cents per $100 at sales finance companies.
Although the sample banks obtained 75 per cent of their consumer
credit business from the public, they reported lower average occu-
pancy costs than did sales finance companies. This difference may
reflect the ability of the bank to spread the cost of occupancy among
its many functions. Most finance companies must allocate nearly all
the cost of quarters to their consumer credit business.
The extremely low occupancy cost at credit unions reflects the free
space that is frequently provided by the sponsors of these organiza-
tions and the nominal space requirements associated with part-time
operations.
Risk.—Some of the costs arising from risks are indicated by losses
charged off and by provision for losses. These measures differ from
year to year, with provisions for losses exceeding actual losses in all
but very bad years, but they show the same pattern of costs over
time. Neither of these measures includes losses sustained by dealers
under recourse agreements, nor do they reflect differentials in costs of
investigation and collection associated with variations in credit qual-
ity. They represent, therefore, an incomplete measure of total costs of
risks, and they understate the cost differential associated with dif-
ferent degrees of risk.
Loss figures, however, suggest the wide range of risks among lend-
ing institutions, as well as among individual companies. Actual losses
charged off (net of recoveries) in 1959 varied from 15 cents per $100
of credit at commercial banks to more than ten times that amount, or
$1.70 per $100, at consumer finance companies. Sales finance com-
panies showed losses of $1.11 per $100 and credit unions of 38 cents
per $100.
Many of the costs of handling higher-risk loans cannot be segre-
gated from the rest of operating expenses. If all the costs associated
with variations in risk could be isolated, risks would undoubtedly
play a substantial part in explaining differences in operating costs
among lenders.
Contract size.—The volume of work required in handling and
4. F. R. Pawley, "Survey of Finance Companies, Mid-1960," Federal Reserve Bal-
letin, October, 1961, pp. 1154—55.8 Cost of Providing Consumer Credit
processing instalment contracts is more closely related to the number
of contracts than to the dollar amounts involved. A subsample of
banks, for example, handled thirty appliance contracts for every
$10,000involume but only five automobile contracts for the same
dollar volume.5 The cost of handling $100 of appliance paper was
accordingly much higher than the cost of handling the same dollar
volume of automobile paper. Cost figures from these banks showed
operating expenses of $7.40 per $100 for appliance paper and $3.09
per $100 for indirect automobile paper.
The average size of contracts acquired during the year varied
among institutions from $436 at consumer finance companies to
$1,031 at commercial banks (Table 2). These averages reflect the
type of business conducted, as well as the size of contract by type of
credit. The estimated average personal loan contract acquired by
finance companies was only $431, compared with the average indirect
automobile contract of $1,875 at commercial banks. The latter esti-
mate includes both new- and used-car credit contracts.
Both the cost of acquiring new contracts during the year and the
cost of servicing and handling old contracts are intermingled in the
annual expense data obtained in this study. As a result, dividing an-
nual expenses by the number of contracts acquired does not give a
very good measure of the costs of acquiring an individual credit con-
tract. Nor does dividing annual expenses by the number of outstand-
ing contracts give a very good measure of the cost of handling and
servicing credit contracts. However, such averages do give some indi-
cation of the influence of size of contract on costs. Estimates of the
cost per outstanding contract, shown in the last column of Table 2,
reveal that the percentage range of costs among different types of in-
stitutions is greatly reduced when costs are expressed per contract.
The high dollar cost per $100 of credit of consumer finance com-
panies is clearly related to the small average size of contract. The
differences between operating costs at consumer finance companies
and other lenders are sharply reduced when the comparison is based
on the cost per outstanding contract rather than on costs per $100 of
credit. Consumer finance company costs per $100 of credit are three
and a half times those of banks and nearly twice those of sales finance
companies, but their costs per outstanding contract are only one and
a half times those of commercial banks and are smaller than those of
sales finance companies.
Type of credit.—Data for commercial banks show a wide variation
3. These figures are based on data from a subsample of five of the total bank sample.Cost of Providing Consumer Credit 9
in cost by type of loan (Table 2). Operating expenses on direct auto-
mobile paper were $2.84 per $100, compared with $7.40 per $100 on
other goods paper. These differences reflect many elements, such as
risk, contract size, the number of instalments, and others that cannot
be identifIed from the data available. Such marked cost differentials
within the same institutional structure suggest that some of the varia-
TABLE 2
ANNUAL OPERATING EXPENSES BY LENDING INSTITUTION
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* Datafor group totals from Table 1, line 4.
Obtained by dividing the dollar volume of contracts acquired by the number of contracts acquired during
the year.
Obtained by dividing the amount outstanding (average of beginning and end of year) by the number of
contracts outstanding (average of beginning and end of year).
§ Obtained by multiplying the cost per $100 of credit (col. 2) by the average outstanding contract (col. 4);
equivalent to total operating expenses divided by average number of contracts outstanding at beginning and
end of year.
II Average balances of contracts acquired and outstanding were obtained by weighting the average balances
by type of credit by estimates of the number of contracts acquired and outstanding.
Estimates of the cost of automobile contracts and of all other contracts were obtained by assuming that
the cost per $100 for automobile contracts was the same at both consumer and sales finance companies and that
the cost per $100 for all other contracts (largely personal loans) was also the same at each type of institution.
That is. it was assumed that the over-all average costs per $100 differ only because of the difference in the pro-
portions of auto and other contracts outstanding. 11 ais the cost per $100 of autnmobilr contracts and b the cost
per $100 of other contracts, and these are weighted by the relative proportions of amounts outstanding, then
O.019a + 0.981b$14.25 (for nine consumer finance companies), and 0.729a + 0.271b$7.74 (for ten sales
finance companies). Hence a$5.26 and 0$14.42..1
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tion in costs among different types of institutions can be attributed
to variations in the type of credit they extend.
The cost differential on the same type of business between types of
institution is sizable. The cost of providing personal loans at finance
companies was nearly $10 per $100 more than at commercial banks
and nearly $11 per $100 more than at credit unions. Part, but not all,
of these differentials can be explained by differences in average size
of loan. The cost per contract was higher at finance companies than
at other institutions, but the percentage spread was much smaller
than the range in costs per dollar.
institutional differences. —The expenses of all lenders are shaped
to some extent by the legal and institutional framework within which
they operate. The operating expenses of credit unions, for example,
are reduced in a number of ways by their co-operative organization.
Much of the clerical work is done by the voluntary help of the mem-
bers, sometimes during time paid for by the sponsoring organization.
Quarters are frequently provided by the sponsoring organization, and
promotional expenses are usually nominal because of the limited
membership. A quantitative comparison of the savings that result
from these advantages is not possible. A rough indication of the
nature of the differences is obtained by comparing the credit-union
costs with those of the sample of commercial banks. Commercial bank
salary costs were a third larger, and their occupancy and advertising
expenses were four times larger than those of credit unions.
The business conducted by consumer finance companies resembles
that of credit unions in many ways. Both types of institutions deal
primarily in relatively small personal loans, but their expenses differ
widely. Salary expenses of consumer finance companies were three
and a half times those of credit unions. Their occupancy costs were
seventeen times larger, and their advertising expenses were twelve
times larger.
The institutional advantages and disadvantages of other types of
companies are less obvious and hence more difficult to detect. Regu-
lations that specify operating procedures or legal restrictions that
limit the size of loan may adversely affect expense ratios. The impact
of regulatory provisions on consumer finance companies probably
provides the best illustration of the cost differential arising from legal
and administrative supervision. The adverse effect of their small loan
size on expenses has already been discussed. Administrative provi-
sions, such as those requiring the issuance of new certificates and the
cancellation of old ones upon the renewal of the loan and those speci-Cost of Providing Consumer Credit 11
fying the daily computation of interest charges, add to the high cost
of their operations.
Individual company variation.—As would be expected, individual
companies of each type of institution differ considerably from an
average for all companies. Many of the factors explaining differences
in operating expense among different types of institutions apply to
individual institutions. They operate in different markets and assume
different credit risks, specialize in different types of credit, and work
with varying degrees of efficiency.
A comparison of expense data for companies that show extremes
in costs reveals considerable overlapping among types of institutions.
The lowest-cost consumer finance company had lower operating ex-
penses than did the highest-cOst sales finance company. The lowest-
cost sales finance company had lower costs than did the highest-cost
commercial bank, and the bank with the lowest cost fell below the
average for all federal credit unions.
III. VARIATIONS IN NON-OPERATING EXPENSES
Non-operating costs include the cost of non-equity funds, provi-
sions for income taxes, and the lenders' profit. Differences in the costs
among the four types of institutions reflect primarily different sources
of funds and, in the case of federal credit unions, exemption from in-
come taxes (Table I). These costs contributed significantly to varia-
tions in gross finance charges among the four types of institutions, al-
though they were less important than operating expenses in explain-
ing these variations.
A number of factors contributed to differences in total non-operat-
ing costs and to the distribution of these costs: (1) the rate paid for
funds, in both the equity and non-equity markets; (2) sources and
uses of funds: the proportion of funds supplied by owners and the
proportion of resources held idle in non-earning assets; (3) cost of
non-equity funds; (4) effective income tax rates; (5) lender's profit.
Rate paid for funds.—The institutions covered by this paper draw
their funds from the entire spectrum of credit markets and attract
funds with a wide range of rates and terms. They do not all have
access to the same markets, however, and their costs vary accordingly.
Commercial banks have exclusive access to demand deposits as a
source of funds. They do not pay interest on these deposits, but they
assume a substantial part of the costs of handling and servicing these
accounts. In addition, they bear hidden costs that cannot be meas-
ured, such as loss of earnings that result from holding legal reserves
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and from the low return on secondary reserves. The cost estimates of
demand deposits are based on cost-accounting records, and informa-
tion was not available from the reporting banks to permit a separa-
tion of the costs of handling demand and time deposits.6 The com-
bined administrative cost of handling deposits at the sample banks,
net of service charges, amounted to 70 cents per $100 of deposits
(Table 3).
Both commercial banks and credit unions have access to the mar-
ket for savings accounts. The cost of these accounts includes interest
payment, as well as handling costs. The savings market covered by
commercial banks and credit unions cannot be equated, however, be-
TABLE 3
AVERAGE CosTs OF FUNDS, 1959
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Interest on time deposits
Cost of handling deposits
Nine consumer finance companies...
Ten sales finance companies



















* Total non-equity funds i riclude liabilities on which no interest charges are incurred. The inclusion of these
amounts reduces the cost of funds as a percentage of the amounts involved.
Includes interest on debt.
cause of the greater security offered by the commercial banks through
deposit insurance and the debt status of their deposits. Savings ac-
counts placed in credit unions must share many of the risks of equity
capital. The sample commercial banks paid an average of 2.7percent
on their time deposits in 1959, in contrast to cash payments of 3.4 per
cent by federal credit unions.7 In addition, the total cost of share
accounts at credit unions includes the cost of servicing the accounts,
retained earnings, and the costs of free insurance provided for share-
6. An alternate method of estimating the cost of funds to commercial banks would
require an estimate of the opportunity cost of credit to the consumer credit depart-
ment of a bank. The cost-accounting approach was chosen to avoid the arbitrary as-
pects of an opportunity-cost estimate.
7. Insured commercial banks, on the average, paid a slightly lower figure (2.4 per
cent) in 1959 (Annual Report of the FederaJ Deposit Insurance Corporation for 1960
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holders. The total cost of the shareholders' funds in this broad view
averaged 5 per cent.
All four types of financial institutions obtained some funds from
various debt markets. Commercial banks borrow from other banks
and from Federal Reserve banks. Since they typically pay off such
borrowings before statement dates, the data for year-end dates
seldom indicate the normal extent of this type of indebtedness. Rates
on funds obtained in these markets correspond closely to Federal Re-
serve discount rates, which ranged between 3 and 4 per cent in 1959.
Credit unions borrow relatively small amounts from banks and other
credit unions. They paid an average of 3.8 per cent on their debt in
1959.
Finance companies obtain their funds from banks and from public
markets. The large finance companies have access to nearly all the
public markets, both long- and short-term. Some of them place com-
mercial paper directly with financial and non-financial corporations,
others sell their paper through dealers. They raise long-term funds
either in the form of subordinated or senior debt in the capital mar-
kets and by direct placement. In 1959 the sample of sales finance
companies paid an average of 4.5 per cent for their debt funds ob-
tained in all markets, while the consumer finance companies paid an
average of S per cent.
Variations in the rate paid for total non-equity funds depend on the
credit rating of the individual institution, the sources used, the mix
between long- and short-term funds, and the importance of non-
interest-bearing liabilities. The average rate paid by individual sales
finance companies varied from 3.7 to 4.7 per cent, and that paid by
consumer finance companies varied from 4.0 to 5.6 per cent.
Since most banks require finance companies to maintain compen-
sating balances, the average rate on finance company indebtedness
understates the total costs. The added cost appears in this study as
part of the costs of idle funds, since the compensating balances are
included as bank balances.8 This treatment is consistent with that
used for bank reserves against deposits.
Equity funds used by banks and finance companies are obtained
from local and national markets. The rate that must be earned on the
book value of net worth to attract new funds and the dividends that
must be paid depend on the investor's attitude toward a particular
company or type of business. The ratio of net profit to net worth
8. The cost of non-equity funds expressed as a percentage of consumers receivables
(Table 1, line 12) reflects the cost of compensating balances, in that the total cost
of funds is related to the proportion of funds that is actually invested in receivables.14 Cost of Providing Consumer Credit
varied from 12.1 per cent for the sample of consumer finance com-
panies to 7.6 per cent for banks (Table 3). Individual company vari-
ations in the return on net worth were sizable.
Sources and uses of funds.—The proportion of total resources ob-
tained from non-equity sources has an important impact on both the
total cost of funds and the return to the lender. The percentage of
non-equity funds used varied from 90 at commercial banks to 3 at
credit unions (Table 4). The sample sales finance companies ob-
tained 84 per cent and the consumer finance companies about 75 per
cent of their funds from non-equity sources.
TABLE 4*



















































* Basedon averages of beginning- and end-of-year dates.
Since a share of the funds used in any lending operation must be
allocated to cash balances and other non-earning assets, the cost of
such funds reduces the return available from earning assets. Many
accountants deduct the amount of non-earning assets from total debt
in computing the effective rate paid for funds used in their lending
operations. Since the proportion of idle funds differed so widely from
one type of institution to another, the costs of non-earning assets
were treated in this study as a separate item of expense. In many
cases, however, part of the expense of non-earning assets could be
treated as a cost of non-equity funds. The large legal reserves re-
quired of banks could be considered in part as a cost of deposits, and
the compensating balances that banks require of finance companies
could be considered as part of the cost of borrowing.Cost of Providing Consumer Credit 15
The proportion of resources held in non-earning forms varied from
23 per cent for the sample of banks to 8 per cent at federal credit
unions. Finance companies of both types held about 12—13 per cent
of their resources in non-earning forms (Table 4).
Cost of non-equity funds.—The cost of non-equity funds used in
consumer credit varied between $4.02 per $100 of credit at sales
finance companies to 12 cents per $100 at federal credit unions
(Table 1). These differences reflected variations in the rates paid for
these funds, in the proportion of non-equity funds used for consumer
credit, and in the burden of non-earning assets.
The average cost of non-equity funds to lenders falls within a rela-
TABLE 3
COST OF NON-EQUITY FUNDS; 1959
(Per Cent of Outstanding Balances)
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* Non-earningassets exceed non-equity funds at federal credit unions.
I Table 1, line 13.
tively narrow range except for commercial banks (Table 3). Finance
companies and credit unions paid between 3.1 and 4.6 per cent per
$100. The banks, however, obtained their non-equity funds for an
average of 1.2 per cent.
The cost of non-equity funds used in consumer credit includes the
burden of providing part of the funds used in non-earning forms.
Many companies deduct their non-earning assets from non-equity
funds in computing the effective rate paid for funds used in lending
operations. The difference between the rate calculated in this way and
the rate on non-equity funds is a rough measure of the cost of idle
balances. This cost is relatively most important at commercial banks,
where idle funds add about 40 per cent to the effective cost of money
used in lending (Table 5).
Since the average cost of non-equity funds used in consumer lend-
ing also depends on the extent to which these funds are used, the pro-16 Cost of Providing Consumer Credit
portion of non-equity to equity funds affects the total cost of such
funds as a percentage of consumer receivables. The extremely low
cost of non-equity funds at credit unions merely reflects the minor
importance of such funds in their total resources, while the high cost
at finance companies reflects the importance of non-equity funds.
The various elements entering into the cost of non-equity funds as
a part of the gross finance charge are summarized in Table 5. Al-
though the average rate paid for non-equity funds by consumer
finance companies was higher than that paid by sales finance com-
panies, the net cost to the consumer was about the same because of
the difference in the share of equity funds used. The low cost of non-
equity funds to consumers at commercial banks, despite the impor-
tance of these funds in their total resources, reflects the lower cost of
these funds to the bank.
Income taxes.—The most striking variation in income taxes arises
from the tax exemption of credit unions as co-operative organizations.
The other three types of institutions are all subject to income taxes.
Among the three taxpaying institutions, the sample of consumer
finance companies reported the highest tax cost—$2.73 per $100-.—-
andsales finance companies the lowest—$1.07 per $100. The differ-
ences reflected primarily their earnings before tax. The effective rate
on pretax earnings averaged 45 per cent at all three types. Although
this percentage varied slightly by type of institution, the differences
for any one year are not a reliable indication because they may in-
clude adjustments for over- or under-accruals in previous years or
other special tax adjustments.
Cost of equity .—The cost of equity funds (lender's profit) in con-
sumer credit ranged from 81 cents per $100 of consumer credit at
sales finance companies to about seven times that amount, or $5.71
per $100, at federal credit unions (Table 1). These differences reflect
differences in the ability of lenders to convert the return from their
lending into a satisfactory return on equity and the return from con-
sumer credit that has to be maintained to provide an adequate return
on net worth to attract and hold funds in the business. The total cost
of equity funds to the consumer falls well below return on equity
funds. For example, consumers paid 81 cents per $100 for the use of
equity funds at sales finance companies in 1959, yet the return on net
worth (net profits to net worth) at these companies was $10 per $100.
Before taxes and interest payments, sales finance companies earned a
net operating income from consumer credit of 5.9 per cent and were
able to earn 18 per cent on their net worth.Cost of Providing Consumer Credit 17
The principal device for enlarging the return from consumer lend-
ing lies in the financial advantage or leverage of the use of non-equity
funds, lithe lender can earn a higher return on his resources than he
pays for the funds, the differential profit accrues to the owners and
enlarges the return. This advantage permits the lender to charge the
consumer less for the use of equity than he has to earn to attract risk
capital into the business.
All stockholder-owned institutions depend heavily on the financial
advantage of non-equity funds to produce a satisfactory return on
equity from the relatively low rates charged to the consumer (Table
6). Leverage was highest at commercial banks, where 83 per cent of
TABLE 6*
FACTORS IN LENDER'S PRoFrrs
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Derivation of Net Return
a) Net
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operating income on total assets
e3)
to Equity from Non-Equity (Line 5)
9.1 6.3 2.5 4.9
minus
b) Cost of non-equity funds 4.6 4.2 1.2 3.1
c) Net
equals




erage coefficient (ratio of non-equity
quity funds) 3.0 3.6 9.6 0.03
approximales
Net return to equity from non-equity
funds per dollar of net worth (line 5)...13.5 11.8 12.5 0.05
4
e)
* Items1 and 7 are from Tables 1 and 3, respectively.
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the return on equity came from the use of non-equity funds; the next
highest was at sales finance companies; and the lowest was at con-
sumer finance companies, where 59 per cent of the return was from
this source. The high cost of equity funds to the credit-union borrow-
ers can be explained almost entirely by the absence of any financial
advantage from the use of debt.
All four types of institutions invested part of their resources in
non-consumer activities. Commercial banks and credit unions showed
a lower return from all earning assets than from consumer assets
alone (Table 6, lines 1 and 2). At the sample commercial banks, the
average net operating income on all earning assets was 3.4 per cent,
or 1.9 percentage points less than the yield on consumer assets. At the
credit unions the net operating income on all earning assets was one-
half a percentage point below the return on consumer credit. Con-
sumër credit activities therefore carry more than a proportionate
share in the total cost of equity funds at these institutions.
The sample finance companies, however, earned a higher average
return (1.3 percentage points higher) on their total earning assets
than on their consumer assets. Part of this difference may reflect the
difficulty of adjusting the sales finance cost data to allow properly for
the cost of non-consumer credit. Provision was made for the cost of
insurance and other non-consumer operations, but such costs are
difficult to segregate, and some of the related costs may have been
underestimated.
Profitable alternatives for use of funds permit some flexibility in
the pricing of consumer credit. To the extent that the higher earnings
rate on non-consumer credit arises from activities related to consumer
lending, such as credit life insurance or insurance on the collateral to
the loan, the lender can offer lower rates on credit. In such cases, part
of the cost of consumer credit may be absorbed in other activities and
paid for in the form of higher prices for the related items. This type of
substitution is common in retail operations, where part of the cost of
credit may be absorbed in the profit of the article sold. The possibility
of such a substitution makes an exact determination of the total cost
credit to consumers virtually impossible.
• Comparison by type of institution.—Non-operating expenses on
consumer credit were highest at the sample of consumer finance com-
panies. Their high cost compared to other types of institutions re-
flected their tax disadvantage relative to credit unions; the high cost
of their non-equity funds; their small ratio of non-equity funds to
total resources, which, together with their high cost of funds, resultedCost of Providing Consumer Credit 19
in the lowest leverage among the stockholder-owned institutions; and
the high cost of their equity funds.
At the other extreme, the commercial bank sample had the lowest
non-operating costs. Their costs were $4.40 per $100 below those of
the consumer finance companies and reflected primarily the low cost
of their non-equity funds, and their high ratio of non-equity funds to
total resources, which, together with their low cost of funds, gave
them the largest advantage from leverage.
Federal credit unions were the second lowest in non-operating
costs. Their position relative to finance companies stemmed primarily
from their exemption from income taxes and their inexpensive source
of equity funds from the savings markets.
The sample of sales finance companies showed non-operating costs
of $2.70 per $100 less than those of the consumer finance companies,
despite the many similarities in their operations. They were able to
achieve this cost differential largely because: (1) they were able to
supplement their earnings from consumer credit by a high rate of
return on their other activities; (2) they obtained a slightly better
rate on non-equity funds; (3) they had a high ratio of non-equity
funds to total resources and hence were able to show greater leverage;
and (4) their cost of equity funds was smaller.
IV. PROFITS
The lender's profits are a necessary cost to consumers as long as
they are no larger than necessary to attract and hold equity funds in
the industry. The profits from consumer credit are considered "nor-
mal" if they are similar to those of their competitors for equity funds.
Such comparisons are difficult because of a wide variety of factors
that enter into the market evaluation of equities. The rate that any
company or any type of institution must earn depends on the in-
vestor's appraisal of the risks involved, potential growth, and his atti-
tude toward the industry and the particular company.
The extremes in the market for equity funds are illustrated by the
difference between the sources of funds for credit unions and those
for consumer finance companies. Credit unions offer a high degree of
liquidity with some risk, while the stock of a finance company may
offer less liquidity and greater risk. Investors in the latter case must
be compensated by a higher return.
The average net profit to the book value of net worth in 1959,
shown in Table 6, ranged from S per cent at federal credit unions to
7.6 per cent at the sample commercial banks, 10.3 per cent at the20 Cost of Providing Consumer Credit
sales finance companies, and 12.1 per cent at the consumer finance
companies. Although these averages vary with the gross finance
charges at these institutions, this does not imply excessive profits in
any case. The normal return would be expected to vary with liquid-
ity, risk, growth potential, and investor appeal of the different types
of institutions.
All the profit rates for the stockholder-owned financial institutions
fell well within the range of rates at manufacturing corporations.°
The average profit to net worth for the samples of stockholder-owned
companies covered by the study was 9.9 per cent in 1959. This com-
pares with an average for all manufacturing corporations of 10.4 per
cent. The profit rates for a number of industry groups, including the
chemical, drug, and tobacco industries, were higher than the highest
rate for institutions covered by the study. These comparisons cannot
necessarily establish that the profits of consumer lending are normal,
but they place consumer credit institutions in an intermediate posi-
tion among their competitors for equity capital.
V. SUMMARY
Consumer credit is supplied in many forms, ranging from small,
unsecured loans to long-term contracts of thousands of dollars pro-
tected by valuable collateral. It is sometimes provided on a personal-
ized retail basis and sometimes handled in large-scale bulk opera-
tions. This study of the operations of nine commercial banks, ten
sales finance and nine consumer finance companies, and all federally
chartered credit unions reveals a wide range in the cost of providing
consumer credit in 1959.
Average charges on the consumer credit provided by these
groups of institutions varied from $24 to $9 per $100 of credit out-
standing. Most of the variation in finance charges was traced to dif-
ferences in operating expenses. The profits of the stockholder-owned
institutions averaged 9.9 per cent of net worth, which was within the
range of profits recorded by manufacturing corporations.
Operating expenses were directly related to finance charges and
ranged from $3.30 to $14.25 per $100 of outstanding credit. Many
factors contributed to this spread. The method of acquiring business,
whether it was obtained directly from the public or indirectly from
dealers, caused variation in advertising and occupancy expenses. Dif-
ferences in the character of risks were reflected in loss ratios ranging
9. Federal Trade Commission and Securities and Exchange Commission, Quarterly
Financial Report for Manufacturing Corporations (first quarter, 1960), pp. 12—27.Costof Providing Consumer Credit 21
from 15 cents per $100ofoutstanding credit at commercial banks to
a figure eleven times as large at consumer finance companies. Varia-
tions in the size of credit contracts resulted in differences in the num-
ber of contracts that had to be handled for a given dollar volume of
credit and in the cost per $100 of credit outstanding. It was estimated
that the sample consumer finance companies, which represented the
smallest average contract size, handled 23 contracts for each $10,000
of new business, while commercial banks handled less than half that
number. Legal provisions controlling operating practices and assist-
ance provided by members and sponsors of credit unions added to
cost differentials.
Smaller but significant differences in the cost of providing con-
sumer credit were traced to the methods of financing and to varia-
tions in income tax provisions. The four institutions obtained equity
and non-equity funds in nearly all the major credit markets. The cost
of non-equity funds ranged from 1.2 to 4.6 per cent. The effectiveness
with which the institutions were able to use resources and the extent
to which they were able to obtain debt financing affected the cost of
money used in providing credit to consumers.NATIONAL BUREAU OCCASIONAL PAPERS
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